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CHAPTER 4 

A SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS OF THE AVENGERS SIX INFINITY STONES 

 

4.1 Relationship Between Agate Stone and All the 6 Infinity Stones 

The data were studied in this chapter using Peirce's Triadic model, which 

includes representamen, object, and interpretant. Data analysis is the act of 

examining each component of the data presented using analytical and logical 

reasoning. When performing research, this type of analysis is simply one of the 

many processes that must be completed. Data from the source is obtained, 

evaluated, and examined to arrive at some type of conclusion or result. This preface 

the writer found that the data itself comes from elements. The elements divide into 

verbal and visual signs. And in this section there 6 stone symbols that have a verbal 

signs and visual signs. 

4.1.1 An Analysis of 6 Elements symbol in infinity stones 

The elements in this infinity gauntlet are the six infinity stones that the 

writer will analyze and the sign is divided into a visual signs and verbal 

signs. In this section, I will analyze all the six infinity stones from the 

background where the stone was created and where the stone was found 

so it will be a detailed explanation and I will connect it to a real-life stone 

that exists as a reference of making this infinity stones in Marvel Universe. 

Picture 4.1 Infinity Gauntlet & Infinity Stones Logo 
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In this research, the writer sees the infinity gauntlet and the infinity 

stones in it, and the writer found the three visual signs in the six Infinity 

Stones logo. The writer discovered three signs: representamen, object, and 

interpretant, according to elements. Peirce's triadic semiosis was used to 

assess the data. But before we analyze the writer have to explain all the 6 

infinity stones background and connect it with the analysis. 

4.1.2 An Analysis of Visual Sign and Explanation in “Space Stone” Logo 

In this section, the writer will explain the background story to know what is 

the space stone means and this will be connected to the visual sign analysis that will 

be added after the explanation and the writer using Charles Sanders Pierce’s Triadic 

Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 4.2 The Space Stone  

The writer will explain the ability that the infinity stones have and the writer 

will elaborate on the history of all the six stones so the reader can deeply know 

about what the writer is analyzing it for, and the writer will give A little film 

overview to explain that these six stones exist and play an important role in the 

Avengers movie. 
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4.1.2.1 The Space Stone Ability 

The space stone allows the user to manipulate space in such a manner 

that they can teleport throughout the cosmos. Even in parallel universes, 

It’s also possible to make wormholes and alter gravity. Regardless of the 

physical laws. The stone first appeared in the film Captain America: The 

First Avenger, precisely in the Tesseract, at that time its power was taken 

to make weapons of war for the Hydra troops. 

4.1.2.2 The Space Stone History 

Johann Schmidt / Red Skull utilized the Space Stone in 1942 to 

construct weapons of mass devastation and restore the Third Reich, which 

was experiencing defeat after defeat at the time. Captain America was able 

to defeat it, but only at a severe cost, as he was forced to freeze for years 

on the frozen Arctic seabed. The stone was later discovered by Howard 

Stark for investigation before being utilized by researchers Mar-Vell in 

Project P.E.G.A.S.U.S. Carol Danvers became Captain Marvel as a result 

of the stone, to cut a long tale short. 

4.1.2.3 Genesis Film Story in Avengers Endgame About Space Stone 

When Loki invades Earth with all his might in 2012, Iron Man and Ant-

Man return to New York City. Tony Stark / Iron Man sent the Space Stone 

(Tesseract) to S.H.I.E.L.D. in 2012 to give it over. In 2012, Ant-Man snuck 

inside Tony’s body to cause him to die for a brief moment. When Tony in 

the future intends to seize him, the Hulk of 2012 unexpectedly attacks him, 

allowing Loki to use him to escape, and the mission fails. Iron Man and 

Captain America had to travel back to 1970  to obtain the Space Stone and 

the Pym Particles liquid. 
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4.1.2.4 Visual Sign of The Space Stone 

The visual sign in this space stone symbols have three Triadic semiotic in 

real life stone and they can be seen as follows: 

No Representamen Object Interpretant Real 

life 

Film 

 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

 

Spiritus Stone 

 

 

 

Light 

Blue-Sky 

Colour 

 

 

 

This stone in real life 

gives the meaning that 

the blue color gives 

freshness to the wearer 

as if the person is in a 

calm and cool place that 

can manipulate the room 

just like the movie who 

can manipulate space or 

vibes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 Space Stone DaBlue 

Sky 

This Stone in the film 

has a big impact on the 

universe and allows the 

user to manipulate space 

in such a manner that 

they can teleport 

throughout the cosmos. 

Even in parallel 

universes, it’s also 

possible to make 

wormholes and alter 

gravity 

  

Table 4.1 Visual Sign analysis in Infinity Stone (Space Stone) Logo. 
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In this Space Stone analysis, the writer finds the base on the representamen, 

and according to Pierce signs is divided into three, they called Qualisign , Sinsign, 

and Legisign. The Qualisign (Quality of Sign) found the data that the Space Stone 

Color is a Blue-Sky color. The SinSign (Actual of Sign) found the data that the 

Space Stone is taking the reference from a real-life stone called “Spirtus Stone”. 

The Legisign (Law of Sign) finds the meaning and the identity of the space stone 

logo shown by A blue sky color and a real-life reference from Spirtus Stone.  

Based on its object, Peirce divides signs into three, called icon, index and 

symbol. The icon is a sign that has a resemblance with the fact that it refers to. The 

icon found in the space stone is Light Blue-Sky color and with the real stone the 

color is Dablue Sky. The symbol found in this sign is the element from the stone 

Space stone and real-life stone called Spiritus Stone. The index found in this sign 

is verbal which used to inform people about the explanation in each two Stones. 

4.1.3 An Analysis of Visual Sign and Explanation in “Mind Stone” Logo” 

In this section, the writer will explain the background story to know what is 

the Mind stone means and this will be connected to the visual sign analysis that will 

be added after the explanation and the writer using Charles Sanders Pierce’s Triadic 

Model 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 4.3 The Mind Stone 

 

The writer will explain the ability that the infinity stones have and the writer 

will about the history of all the six stones so the reader can deeply know about what 

the writer is analyzing it for, and the writer will give A little film overview to 

explain that these six stones exist and play an important role in the Avengers movie. 

  

Yellow 

Sapphire Stone 

(Real Life) 
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4.1.3.1 The Mind Stone Ability 

The Mind Stone enables the user to exert power over other people's 

thoughts. In 2012's The Avengers, we first glimpse it as a blue ball in 

Loki's sceptre. Loki has complete power over whomever he touches with 

the sceptre. Thanos bestows the Mind Stone on Loki, putting a lot of trust 

in the villain, who is amusing but not terribly accomplished. At the start of 

Avengers: Age of Ultron, the Avengers reclaim Loki's sceptre. The Mind 

Stone is used by Tony Stark (Robert Downey Jr.) and Bruce Banner (Mark 

Ruffalo) to construct Ultron (James Spader), an artificially intelligent 

peacekeeper. Those two must not have read Frankenstein since they are 

taken aback when Ultron turns on them. The Avengers finally utilize the 

Mind Stone to build another android, Vision, after some squabbling (Paul 

Bettany). Vision gains a variety of abilities from the stone, including 

superhuman strength, the capacity to fly, and the ability to pass through 

walls and people like a ghost. Surprisingly, it does not grant him the 

capacity to manipulate people's thoughts. The Avengers swear to defend 

Vision, who carries the Mind Stone on his forehead. Scarlet Witch 

(Elizabeth Olsen) smashes the stone after Thanos' army overtakes Earth's 

Mightiest Heroes, killing Vision in the process. Thanos (who already 

possesses the Time Stone) easily turns back the clock, kills Vision, and 

takes the stone for himself. 

4.1.3.2 The Mind Stone History 

The Mind Stone is known as the Chitauri Scepter. This yellow stone 

can increase the user's mentality, such as the power to subdue other 

people's thoughts, control the opponent's mind, telepathy, and telekinesis. 

Not only that, but this stone can also increase the intelligence of its users, 

you know. First appearing in The Avengers, this Power Stone is stored in 

Loki's wand, which was a gift from Thanos. That power is what Loki uses 

to help Thanos steal the Tesseract so that the Avengers are divided. But in 

the end, the Avengers managed to defeat Loki and take this stone. Not until 

there, the Mind Stone also played a role in the film Avengers: Age of 

Ultron. This stone is arguably the life and source of strength for Vision, a 
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character created by Tony Stark and Bruce Banner. Until now, the Mind 

Stone is still attached to Vision's forehead, before being snatched away by 

Thanos in Avengers: Infinity War. Thanos delivered this Mind Stone to 

Loki and his mercenaries for them to assault the Earth. Loki's invasion was 

thwarted in The Avengers film because Iron Man, Captain America, Hulk, 

Thor, Black Widow, and Hawkeye plotted to stop it. Later, S.H.I.E.L.D. 

acquired this stone. S.H.I.E.L.D was unexpectedly invaded by HYDRA, 

who created Pietro/Quicksilver and Wanda Maximoff/Scarlett Witch. 

During Avengers: Age of Ultron, this stone was in the hands of Tony Stark, 

who intended to use it to construct Ultron, but instead, his creation attacked 

Tony Stark and the Avengers. Ultron then creates Vision using this stone. 

4.1.3.3 Genesis Film Story in Avengers Endgame About Mind Stone 

The yellow stone has psychic abilities, telekinesis, and telepathy with 

unlimited power. In the film The Avengers (2012), the Mind Stone was 

given by Thanos to Loki which he used to lead the Chitauri troops. The 

rock is in Scepter. 
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4.1.3.4 Visual Sign the Mind Stone 

No Representamen Object Interpretant Real 

Life 

Film 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

 

 

Yellow Sapphire 

Stone 

 

 

 

 

Yellow 

sapphire  

 

 

 

 

This mind stone is inspired 

by the yellow sapphire 

stone and this stone it is 

believed that people who 

usually wear this stone on 

their fingers will make 

people around you attracted 

to you because the color of 

the stone is catchy in your 

eyes 

  

 

 

2 

 

 

Mind Stone 

 

 

Golden 

Beryl 

 

 

The Mind Stone user 

powers of telepathy, 

Telekinesis. High 

intelligence, dream 

manipulation, and mind 

control. The stone is even 

able to create sentience in 

artificial beings, as shown 

with vision in the MCU. 

When combined with all 

other stones, the user can 

manipulate all minds across 

the entire Universe. 

  

Table 4.2 Visual Sign analysis in Infinity Stone (Mind Stone) Logo 
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In this Mind Stone analysis, the writer finds the base on the representamen, 

and according to Pierce signs are divided into three, they called Qualisign, Sinsign, 

and Legisign. The Qualisign (Quality of Sign) found the data that the Space Stone 

Color is a Yellow Sapphire color. The SinSign (Actual of Sign) found the data that 

the Mind Stone is taking the reference from a real-life stone called “Yellow 

Sapphire Stone”. The Legisign (Law of Sign) find the meaning and the identity 

about the Mind stone logo showed by A Yellow Sapphire color and a real-life 

reference from Yellow Sapphire Stone and it is believed to the wearer that people 

will like you if you wear this stone.  

Based on its object, Peirce divides signs into three, called an icon, index, and 

symbol. The Icon is a sign that has a resemblance with the fact that it refers to. The 

icon found in the Mind stone is Yellow Sapphire colour and with the real stone, the 

colour is Golden Beryl colour. The symbol found in this sign is the element from 

the stone Mind stone and real-life stone called Yellow Sapphire Stone. The index 

was found in this sign is verbal which is used to inform people about the explanation 

in each two Stones. 

 

4.1.4 An Analysis of Visual Sign and Explanation in “Reality Stone” Logo” 

In this section, the writer will explain the background story to know what The 

Reality Stone means and this will be connected to the visual sign analysis that will 

be added after the explanation and the writer using Charles Sanders Pierce’s Triadic 

Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 4.4 The Reality Stone 

Ruby Red Mustika 

(In Real Life) 
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The writer will explain the ability that the infinity stones have and the writer 

will tell you about the history of all the six stones so the reader can deeply know 

about what the writer is analyzing it for, and the writer will give A little film 

overview to explain that these six stones exist and play an important role in the 

Avengers movie. 

4.1.4.1 The Reality Stone Ability 

The user of the Reality Stone gains the ability to alter matter. Because 

he's malevolent, Malekith (Christopher Eccleston) in Thor: The Black 

World intends to utilize this crimson liquid substance called Aether to 

transform matter into the dark matter... Is there any other reason you need? 

The Aether, it turns out, is a manifestation of the Reality Stone.  Two 

Asgardians surrender the Reality Stone to The Collector at the end of the 

film because they can't store the Space Stone and the Reality Stone in the 

same chamber in Asgard. This appears to be a big oversight: as soon as 

they depart, the Collector exclaims, "One down, five to go." It's uncertain 

if the Collector instantly handed the stone over to Thanos or if Thanos 

murdered Del Toro's character: Thanos announces that he has beaten the 

Guardians of the Galaxy to the Reality Stone as they arrive to collect it 

from the Collector. Gamora is then kidnapped by him. 

4.1.4.2 The Reality Stones History 

The leader of the Dark Elves from Svartalfheim, Malekith, uses the 

Reality Stone to create a weapon that creates Aether. Malekith planned to 

release the Aether so that the nine realms became eternal shadows, but the 

people of Asgard intervened so that the plan failed. In 2013, a portal to the 

Aether opened, Jane Foster accidentally entered there causing the Reality 

Stone to be infected. 

4.1.4.3 Genesis Film Story in Avengers Endgame About Reality Stone 

Thor and Rocket are two superheroes. When Raccoon returned to 

Asgard in 2013, Thor was caught red-handed by his mother, Frigga, who 

was still alive at the time, thus only Rocket was able to complete the 
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assignment by slipping into Jane Foster's chamber and stealing the Reality 

Stone. 

4.1.4.4 Visual Sign the Reality Stone 

No Representamen Object Interpretant Real 

Life 

Film 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ruby Red Mustika 

Stone 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Red  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This Reality stone is 

inspired by Ruby red 

Mustika because in real-

life society it is believed 

that when people wear 

This stone, it can make 

someone fall in love with 

us and listen to us, and this 

stone was also to be used 

by the saints 

  

2 The Reality Stones Dark 

Red 

(Ruby) 

This stone allows the 

ability to alter reality. 

Powers include creating 

illusions, and manipulating 

environments. 

Transmuting objects, and 

even accessing the realities 

of alternate universes. 

Reality- altering abilities 

increase in power when 

combined with other 

stones. 

  

Table 4.3 Visual Sign analysis in Infinity Stone (Reality Stone) Logo 
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In this Reality Stone analysis, the writer find the base on the representamen, 

and according to Pierce signs are divided into three, they called Qualisign , Sinsign, 

and Legisign. The Qualisign (Quality of Sign) found the data that the Reality Stone 

Color is red color. The SinSign (Actual of Sign) found the data that the Reality 

Stone is taking the reference from a real-life stone called “Ruby Red mustika 

Stone”. The Legisign (Law of Sign) find the meaning and the identity of The Reality 

stone logo showed by A Red colour and a real-life reference from Ruby Red 

mustika Stone and it is believed that when people wearing This stone can make 

someone fall in love with us and listen to us 

Based on its object, Peirce divides signs into three, called an icon, index, and 

symbol. The Icon is a sign that has a resemblance with the fact that it refers to. The 

icon found in the Reality stone is Dark Red Ruby colour and with the real stone the 

colour is Red Ruby colour. The symbol found in this sign is the element from the 

stone Reality stone and real-life stone called Ruby Red Mustika Stone. The index 

found in this sign is verbal which is used to inform people about the explanation in 

each two Stones. 

4.1.5 An Analysis of Visual Sign and Explanation in “The Power Stone” Logo 

The writer will tell the background tale in this part to understand what the 

Power Stone represents, and this will be tied to the visual sign analysis that will be 

included following the explanation, with the writer employing Charles Sanders 

Pierce's Triadic Model. 

 

Picture 4.4 The Power Stone 
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The writer will discuss the abilities of the infinity stones, as well as the history 

of each of the six stones so that the reader has a thorough understanding of what the 

writer is analyzing. Finally, the writer will provide a brief film overview to explain 

that these six stones exist and play an important role in the Avengers movie. 

4.1.5.1 The Power Stone Ability 

With the power stone. The user gains enhanced power and stamina. 

Energy can also be concentrated in the form of powerful energy beams. 

When combined with other stones. All energy that exists across the 

universe can be controlled. Granting the user unlimited strength. 

4.1.5.2 The Power Stones History 

The narrative of Guardians of the Galaxy revolved around Peter Quill's 

recovery of the Power Stone from an old ruin, which was pursued by the 

Collector and Ronan the Accuser. Ronan was meant to be grabbing it for 

Thanos but instead opted to utilize its talents to seek vengeance on the 

people of Xandar. The Power Stone was delivered to Xandar's Nova Corps 

after Ronan was vanquished by the Guardians of the Galaxy. In Infinity 

War, Thanos apprehended them off-screen and used the stone's power to 

bring a whole planet crashing down on Iron Man and his allies. 

 

4.1.5.3 Genesis Film Story in Avengers Endgame About Power Stone 

To obtain the Power Stone, Nebula, and the War Machine travel back 

to Planet Morag in 2014. It was quite simple to obtain because Peter Quill 

/ Star-Lord, who was also pursuing him now, was dancing and was 

instantly incapacitated by a single strike from War Machine. The stone was 

then taken by Nebula in a temple, injuring her cybernetic hand. Because 

he is a robot, however, making the previous Nebula in 2023 interferes with 

his intentions and thoughts, allowing Thanos to time travel to 2023 in 

2014. Iron Man and his team are facing a whole planet. 
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4.1.5.4 Visual Sign the Power Stone 

No Representamen Object Interpretant Real 

Life 

Film 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

 

 

 

Kecubung 

Amethyst Stone 

 

 

 

 

 

Purple 

 

 

 

 

 

This Power stone is 

inspired by Kecubung 

Amethyst stone because 

the Kecubung Amethyst 

stone It is believed that 

if one wears this stone, 

it can increase the 

strength and valor of the 

user of this Kecubung 

AmethystStone. 

  

 

2 
 

The Power Stones 

 

Amethyst 

 

This stone allows the 

user gains enhanced 

power and stamina. 

Energy can also be 

concentrated in the form 

of powerful energy 

beams. When combined 

with other stones. All 

energy that exists across 

the universe can be 

controlled. Granting the 

user unlimited strength. 

 

  

Table 4.4 Visual Sign analysis in Infinity Stone (Power Stone) Logo 
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In this Power Stone analysis, the writer finds the base on the representamen, 

and according to Pierce signs are divided into three, they called Qualisign , Sinsign, 

and Legisign. The Qualisign (Quality of Sign) found the data that the Power Stone 

Color is a purple color. The SinSign (Actual of Sign) found the data that the Power 

Stone is taking the reference from a real-life stone called “Kecubung Amethyst.” 

The Legisign (Law of Sign) find the meaning and the identity about The Power 

stone logo showed by A Purple colour and a real-life reference from Kecubung 

Amethyst Stone and it is believed that when people wearing This stone if people 

wear this stone, it can increase the strength and valour of the user of this Kecubung 

Amethyst Stone. 

Based on its object, Peirce divides signs into three, called an icon, index, and 

symbol. The Icon is a sign that has a resemblance with the fact that it refers to. The 

icon found in the Power stone is Amethyst colour and with the real stone, the colour 

is Purple colour. The symbol found in this sign is the element from the stone Power 

stone and real-life stone called Kecubung Amethyst Stone. The index found in this 

sign is verbal which is used to inform people about the explanation in each two 

Stones. 

4.1.6 An Analysis of Visual Sign and Explanation in “The Time Stone” Logo” 

To explain what the Power Stone means, the writer will describe a backstory 

in this section, which will be related to the visual sign analysis that will be 

presented after the explanation, using Charles Sanders Pierce's Triadic Model. 

 

Picture 4.5 The Time Stone 
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The writer will discuss the abilities of the infinity stones, as well as the history 

of each of the six stones so that the reader has a thorough understanding of what the 

writer is analyzing. The writer will provide a brief film overview to explain that 

these six stones exist and play an important role in the Avengers movie. 

4.1.6.1 The Time Stone Ability 

The time stone's ability is that it gives you total control over time. It is 

possible to halt the rewinding process. Increase the rate of time. But keep 

an eye on the future vision. Because careless manipulation of the time 

continuum might end in calamity, the stone demands a knowledgeable and 

highly competent operator. 

The Ability of this stone is the time stone grants complete manipulates 

time, can amplify or reverse aging, and allows the user to see, travel into, 

and/or change the past or the future. After the multiverse was recreated 

from its destruction in the 2015 Secret Wars, the recreated Time Stone was 

green as it is depicted in the films. 

4.1.6.2 The Time Stones History 

Agamotto, the first magician, had it and preserved it in his Eye of 

Agamotto. Doctor Strange studies the book Cagliostro during his training, 

which contains the deepest secret of the Time Stone's power. Doctor 

Strange uses this stone against Dormammu, causing him to give up on it 

by creating an infinite time loop. 

4.1.6.3 Genesis Film Story in Avengers Endgame About Time Stone 

When The Avengers defeated Loki in 2012, The Hulk returned to New 

York City. He approaches the Ancient One and informs him that, 

according to Doctor Strange's prophesy, the Time Stone would be used 

against Thanos. The Ancient One was also guaranteed by Hulk that the 

parallel timeline would not be altered, just in case Hulk and the other 

Avengers could return the infinity stones to their original locations and 

nothing would happen. 
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4.1.6.4 Visual Sign the Time Stone 

No Representamen Object Interpretant Real 

Life 

Film 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

 

 

 

Bacan Doko 

Stone 

 

 

 

 

 

Green 

 

 

 

 

 

This Power stone is 

inspired by Bacan Doko 

stone because the Bacan 

Doko stone It is believed 

When someone wear this 

Bacan Doko stone, they 

believe that the older the 

stone becomes the more 

beautiful it becomes, and 

that this includes 

controlling time. 

  

 

 

2 

 

The Time 

Stone 

 

Grossularite 

 

The Ability of this stone is 

the time stone grants 

complete control over time. 

One could stop rewind. 

Speed up time,reverse 

aging. And observe the 

vision of the future. 

 

  

Table 4.5 Visual Sign analysis in Infinity Stone (Time Stone) Logo 

 

In this Power Stone analysis, the writer finds the base on the representamen, 

and according to Pierce signs are divided into three, they called Qualisign, Sinsign, 

and Legisign. The Qualisign (Quality of Sign) found the data that the Time Stone 
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Color is a green color. The SinSign (Actual of Sign) found the data that the Time 

Stone is taking the reference from a real-life stone called “Bacan Doko”. The 

Legisign (Law of Sign) find the meaning and the identity of The Time stone logo 

showed by A Green color and a real-life reference from Bacan Doko Stone and it 

is believed that when someone wears this Bacan Doko stone, they believe that the 

older the stone becomes, the more beautiful it becomes and that this includes 

controlling time. 

Based on its object, Peirce divides signs into three, called an icon, index, and 

symbol. The Icon is a sign that has a resemblance with the fact that it refers to. The 

icon found in the Time stone is Grossularite colour and with the real stone, the 

colour is green colour. The symbol found in this sign is the element from the stone 

Time stone and real-life stone called Bacan Doko Stone. The index found in this 

sign is verbal which is used to inform people about the explanation in each two 

Stones. 

4.1.7 An Analysis of Visual Sign and Explanation in “The Soul Stone” 

To explain what the Power Stone means, the writer will describe a backstory 

in this section, which will be related to the visual sign analysis that will be presented 

after the explanation, using Charles Sanders Pierce's Triadic Model. 

 

Picture 4.6 The Soul Stone 

 

The writer will discuss the abilities of the infinity stones, as well as the history 

of each of the six stones so that the reader has a thorough understanding of what the 
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writer is analyzing. Finally, the writer will provide a brief film overview to explain 

that these six stones exist and play an important role in the Avengers movie. 

4.1.7.1 The Soul Stone Ability 

The deadliest stone of all, its wielder can control and manipulate 

humans as well as the souls of the dead. If this stone is maximized, it can 

govern all living beings in the cosmos. 

4.1.7.2 The Soul Stones History 

Few people are aware of this stone; the Asgardians and Thor himself 

claim that no one has ever heard of it or seen it. Until Thanos discovered 

him in Vormir, guarded by the Red Skull, who had been infected by the 

Space Stone, and cursed him to protect the Soul Stone until it was taken. 

Thanos then sacrificed Gamora, his stepson, to get the Soul Stone. 

4.1.7.3 Genesis Film Story in Avengers Endgame About Soul Stone 

Hawkeye and Black Widow return to the planet Vormir in the year 

2014. They were taken aback when one of them had to give his life to 

obtain the Soul Stone, "soul for a soul." Until Black Widow "succeeded" 

to give up his life after a fight that made the spectators hold their 

breath.Black Widow (Scarlett Johansson) and Hawkeye (Jeremy Renner) 

are in very comparable situations in Endgame. Due to a development in 

time travel, they also visit Vormir years before Thanos' tragic excursion 

there. The only thing Black Widow and Hawkeye are certain of is that they 

must the Soul Stone in order to have a shot at undoing Thanos' murderous 

deed on Vormir. They encounter the same predicament Thanos did when 

they arrive on Vormir. One of them must let go of a special someone. They 

both must pass away. There aren't any other options or second chances. 

Hawkeye and Black Widow offer their services as the sacrificed lambs 

rather than using the straw or giving up. 
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4.1.7.4 Visual Sign the Soul Stone 

No Representamen Object Interpretant Real 

Life 

Film 

 

 

 

 

 

1 

 

 

 

 

 

Sulaiman Madu 

Stone 

 

 

 

 

 

Orange 

 

 

 

 

 

This Power stone is 

inspired by Sulaiman 

Madu stone, the stone is 

linked to the account of 

Prophet Sulaiman, who 

rose to power not only in 

human life but also in the 

lives of jinn and animals, 

manipulating the soul in 

this way. 

  

 

2 

 

The Soul Stone 

 

Citrine 

 

The stone allows the 

ability to manipulate life 

and death souls could 

also be trapped within the 

stone. In what was called 

the soul world. When 

combined with the power 

of the other stones. The 

user is granted control 

over all life. Allowing 

Thanos infamous “snap” 

 

  

Table 4.6 Visual Sign analysis in Infinity Stone (Soul Stone) Logo 
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In this Soul Stone analysis, the writer finds the base on the representamen, 

and according to Pierce signs are divided into three, they called Qualisign, Sinsign, 

and Legisign. The Qualisign (Quality of Sign) found the data that the Soul Stone 

Color is an orange color. The SinSign (Actual of Sign) found the data that the Soul 

Stone is taking the reference from a real-life stone called “Sulaiman Madu”. The 

Legisign (Law of Sign) find the meaning and the identity of The Time stone logo 

showed by An Orange colour and a real-life reference from Sulaiman Madu Stone 

is inspired by Sulaiman Madu stone, the stone is linked to the account of Prophet 

Sulaiman, who rose to power not only in human life but also in the lives of jinn and 

animals, manipulating the soul in this way. 

Based on its object, Peirce divides signs into three, called an icon, index, and 

symbol. The Icon is a sign that has a resemblance with the fact that it refers to. The 

icon found in the Soul stone is Citrine color and with the real stone, the color is an 

Orange color. The symbol found in this sign is the element from the stone Soul 

stone and real-life stone called Sulaiman Madu Stone. The index found in this sign 

is verbal which is used to inform people about the explanation in each two Stones. 

4.2 Connection Between Agate Stone and The 6 Infinity Stones in Real Life 

The Connection of each Infinity Stone and agate stone not only symbolizes 

but also governs, a different component of the Marvel Universe. Because the 

Reality Stone deals with the fundamental structure of matter, I prefer to refer to it 

as the Matter Stone. The Power Stone, which I like to call the Energy Stone, has to 

do with the quantum realm's nearly boundless energy. The Space and Time Stones 

are concerned with the very fabric of space-time. The Mind and Soul Stones, which 

deal with the mind and spirit of the sentient human who lives in this Universe, are 

the most mystical. 

The Stones not only symbolize but also control some parts of our life, the 

issue naturally arises. the Stones’ being has a fail-safe that assures that some tiny 

or perhaps subatomic portion of a Stone will be left, sufficient to at least stabilize 

that element of reality that it regulates. This would explain why people continued 

to think after the Mind Stone was shattered, and why the main MCU chronology 

continued to exist after Thanos destroyed the Infinity Stones.  
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The elements of sign found in the six infinity stones are the visual signs. Each 

symbol contains a variety of color (Blue, Yellow, Red, Purple, Green, Orange) to 

represent the identity of the Symbol Which came from the variety of the Infinity 

Stones. The Pierce Theory used triadic theory to define the relation between the 

representamen, the object, and the interpretant. The representamen which has been 

found in this research are: Qualisign which is based on the quality of background 

color in the six Infinity stones which in this section are blue, yellow, red, purple, 

green, and orange. Sinsign that is found in the logo shows the actual symbol, which 

is inspired by agate stone. The connectivity with agate stones in this case refer to 

the real meaning and efficacy with the real agate stones and legisign is the law or 

fact which is found in the data that the writer found as follows: 

 

No Infinity Stones Agate Stones Connection 

 

1 

 

Space Stone 

(Manipulating 

Space) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spiritus Stone 

(Manipulate room or 

atmosphere) 

 

(Source: Tokopedia) 

 

The two space 

stones and the Spirit 

stone have 

something in 

common, namely, 

they can manipulate 

the surrounding 

environment for the 

wearer of these two 

stones 

 

2 

 

Mind Stone 

(Mind Control) 

 

Yellow Sapphire Stone 

(Make people attracted to you) 

 

 

Both Mind stone 

and yellow sapphire 

stone have 

something in 

common, namely, 
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(Source: gemrockauctions) 

they can manipulate 

the environment for 

the wearer of these 

two stones 

 

 

3 

 

 

Reality Stone 

(Reality 

Changer) 

 

 

Ruby Red Mustika Stone 

(Make someone fall in love) 

 

 

(Source: otosection) 

 

Both Reality Stones 

and Ruby Red 

Mustika Stones have 

something in 

common, namely, 

they can change 

circumstances and 

take control of the 

surroundings for the 

wearer of these two 

stones 

 

4 

 

Power Stone 

(Enhanced 

Power) 

 

Kecubung Amethyst Stone 

(Increase Valour and Strength) 

 

(Source: beritalima) 

 

The two Power 

Stones and the 

Amethyst Stones 

have one thing in 

common, they both 

increase the strength 

of the wearer of 

these two stones 

5 Time Stone Bacan Doko Stone 

(The older stone becomes, the 

more beautiful it becomes) 

Both the Time Stone 

and Bacan Doko 

Stone have 
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(Control Time 

and reverse 

aging) 

 

(Source: shopee) 

something in 

common, namely, 

they can manipulate 

time for the wearer 

of these two stones 

 

6 

 

Soul Stone 

(Manipulate life 

and Death 

Souls) 

 

Sulaiman Madu Stone 

(Lingked to Prophet Sulaiman 

who rose to power not only in 

human life but also in the lives) 

 

(Source: maxmanroe) 

 

The two Soul Stones 

and Solomon Madu 

Stones have 

something in 

common, namely 

they can awaken the 

soul for the wearer 

of these two stones 

 

Utilizing the triadic technique, which consists of three components: the 

referent, the object, and the signifier and interpreter of the sign. The Space Stone, 

Mind Stone, Reality Stone, Power Stone, Time Stone, and Soul Stone are among 

the six Infinity Stones that the book can use to demonstrate similarities between 

them. This Agate is very similar in terms of each of its strengths and beliefs, which 

are indeed similar to those of the other Infinity Stones. These Infinity Stones indeed 

resemble Indonesian religious traditions. 
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CHAPTER 5 

5.1 Conclusion 

From this research, it can be concluded that the infinity stones in the Marvel 

MCU film adapt natural stones that exist in the world. This can be shown from the 

similarities in the use of Infinity Stones and the similarity in the aspect of color in 

the film with the properties of natural stones that are believed by the culture of the 

people. 

No. 6 Elements 

of The 

Infinity 

Stones 

Elements Total Pierce Theory 

Verbal Visual Representament Object Interpretant 

Q S L Ic In Sy R D A 

1 Space 

Stone 

3 3 6 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ - 

2 Mind 

Stone 

3 3 6 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ - 

3 Reality 

Stone 

3 3 6 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ - 

4 Power 

Stone 

3 3 6 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ - 

5 Time 

Stone 

3 3 6 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ - 

6 Soul 

Stone 

3 3 6 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ - 

Total 18 18 36  

 

After All the analysis finish the writer find All the total data is 36 data, include 

Verbal 18 data, Visual 18 data, (Q) Qualisign 6, (S) Sinsign 6, (L) Legisign, (Ic) 

Icon 6, (In) Index 6, (Sy) Symbol 6, (D) Decisign 6. 

This conclusion was obtained after the author conducted an analysis using the 

Triadic Sign method created by Charles Sanders Pierce which had three elements, 

namely (Sign/Interpretant, Representamen/Signifier, Referent/Object). The 

application of the Triadic Sign on the 6 infinity stones are: 
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No Stone Representamen Object Interpretant 

1 Space Stone Spiritus Stone and 

Space Stone 

Light Blue 

Sky and 

DaBlue Sky 

 

Can manipulate the 

freshness and 

Manipulate Space 

 

No Stone Representamen Object Interpretant 

2 Mind Stone Yellow Sapphire 

Stone and Mind 

Stone 

Yellow 

Sapphire and 

Golden Beryl  

Make people attract 

to the user and Exert 

Power Over Other 

People's Thoughts 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion: After we have gathered all the similarities using the triadic theory 

created by Charles Sanders Pierce, which is in both Infinity Stones and Agate, 

we can draw a conclusion or meaning from the significance of this stone in the 

real world and from its similarities with spirit stones, which have the power to 

make and destroy a person using their power, in this space stone. Wearing this 

stone may ensure that one's thoughts are clearer and more at ease, that tasks are 

carried out accurately, and that the surrounding atmosphere becomes livelier and 

more positive. 

Conclusion: After compiling all the similarities with the help of Charles Sanders 

Pierce's triadic theory, which is present in both Infinity Stones and Agate, we 

can derive the meaning of this stone's significance in the real world and this 

Mind stone, which is similar to the Yellow Sapphire stone that has mind-

controlling properties. This new Yellow Sapphire is said to bring success, 

wealth, knowledge, and good health. 
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No Stone Representamen Object Interpretant 

3 Reality 

Stone 

Ruby Red Mustika 

Stone and Reality 

Stone 

Red and Dark 

Red (Ruby) 

 

Can Make Someone 

Fall In Love and 

Creating Illusion 

 

 

No Stone Representamen Object Interpretant 

4 Power 

Stone 

Kecubung 

Amethyst Stone 

and Power Stone 

Purple and 

Amethyst  

Increase Strength, 

Valour and Increase 

Stamina, Power 

 

No Stone Representamen Object Interpretant 

5 Time Stone Bacan Doko Stone 

and Time Stone 

Green and 

Grossularite 

The Older The Stone 

Becomes, The More 

Beautiful It Becomes 

and Control, 

Rewind, Speedup 

Time 

 

Conclusion: After analyzing all the similarities using Charles Sanders Pierce's 

triadic theory, which is presented in both the Infinity Stones and the Agate 

Stones books, I've come to the conclusion that this Reality Stone's significance 

is similar to that of the Red Mustika Ruby, which, when used in real life, enables 

its owner to compel those around him to fall in love with him. Additionally, the 

book of Jesus relates to the fact that this red ruby stone can boost one's strength 

and concentration so that 

Conclusion: This Power Stone has similarities with the colored Amethyst purple 

and has the power to increase one's strength and usefulness. In real life, this 

Amethyst can overcome one's fears and awaken courage in the user. The 

meaning of this stone in the real world is very different from that of this in the 

Marvel universe.and concentration so that 
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No Stone Representamen Object Interpretant 

6 Soul Stone Sulaiman Madu 

Stone and Soul 

Stone 

 

Orange and 

Citrine 

Manipulating Souls 

and Manipulate 

Death and Life Souls 

 

 

 

The student of linguistics also able to learn more about semiotic sign that are 

exist in the movie and more sensitive with the existence symbol, sign, and similarity 

in the movie with scientific analysis. Because the object that are in this research can 

be the object of the research, they can analyze the semiotic sign through the infinity 

stone and the picture based on the representament, object, and interpretant which 

semiotic that suitable based on the context. This type of study also can be implied 

around us when we see a symbol that we have just seen and we can interpret it 

through the scientific basis that we understand after we read this research so that 

the translation in our heads is more critical and knows the symbols in public spaces.  

Conclusion: The Time Stone has similarities with Agate and Bacan Doko. The 

longer the stone ages the attraction of this stone is getting higher. This can be 

said in our real life that the green Stone which represents the Emerald ensures 

better income opportunities and a stable and positive flow of wealth. 

Conclusion: The Sulaiman Madu Stone, which has the ability to affect the soul, 

is comparable to this Soul Stone. When we apply this to real life, we may say 

that the Soul Stone fosters knowledge, strength, courage, resolve, and 

excitement. The significance of this stone in the actual world might provide us 

with a conclusion or meaning, and this Soul Stone is comparable to the Solomon 

Honeystone. 
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5.2 Suggestion  

In line with the conclusions that have been stated, the writer offered a 

suggestion to the readers, the future researchers can use other semiotician theories 

to analyze a sign for enriching and giving variety in sign research, especially for 

those who are interested in doing further study on semiotics field.  

It is suggested for other researchers who want to conduct research by using 

another approach; such as how people’s paradigm toward the agate stones is built, 

the historical value of the agate stones, or the geology aspect of each agate stone.  

  


